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South Africa - Weather
Several waves of erratic rain are still slated for the eastern half of South Africa during the next two
weeks o Rain amounts through next Wednesday morning will range from 0.75 to
3.00 inches and locally greater amounts in Natal and Mpumalanga The western half of South Africa will
otherwise be drier biased during the next two weeks
Areas near and along the Eastern Cape and southern Western Cape coastline will have a few
opportunities for light rain through the middle of next week
amounts along the coasts
Other areas in Northern Cape, Western Cape, and western fringes of Free State and North West will
receive little to no precipitation during the next two weeks
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The two-week outlook has not changed much since Tuesday and good harvest progress
should occur across Midwest as precipitation will be infrequent and
mostly light with only one round of well-organized precipitation expected. A few rounds of mostly light
rain or snow will occur into next Wednesday with the precipitation not likely great enough to have
much of an impact on fieldwork while temperatures warm and accelerate drying rates. Areas that saw
heavy snow Monday will need some time for the snow to melt and the ground to dry out before
fieldwork can resume with gradual melting
this week.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see good harvest progress overall
through the next two weeks with some interruptions from rain, especially in the Southeast Thursday
into Saturday. The next round of precipitation will occur Thursday into Saturday with east-central and
southeastern Alabama through eastern, central, and
southern Georgia and nearby Florida through south-central and southeastern Virginia where totals will
be 0.75-2.0” and locally with lighter rain in the remainder of southern Alabama and dry conditions to
the west into the Delta.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Showers and thunderstorms will increase today into Thursday and will bring
enough rain to induce further improvements in soil moisture from Paraguay into
western, central, and southern Brazil before the weather pattern shifts this weekend
into next week and much of that region becomes drier with the driest areas in
north-central and northeastern Brazil seeing a needed increase in rain. Goias into northern Minas
Gerais and Bahia will benefit from showers and
thunderstorms Friday through Thursday, Nov. 21 with enough rain likely to
induce notable improvements in soil moisture and conditions for planting
ARGENTINA: Showers and thunderstorms will develop most days during the next week
bringing enough rain to at least temporarily improve conditions for planting
and crop development in some areas while other areas will be left in need of
greater rain. A timely increase in rain may occur Nov. 20-22 and this rain event will be
important in preventing many areas from becoming excessively dry.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Further improvements in moisture will continue to occur over Western Europe from northern Spain and parts of France into the U.K. as well as the Italian Peninsula into Austria and eastern Adriatic Sea Nations
and Greece. The moisture will be greatest and most beneficial in portions of the Italian and westernmost Balkan Peninsula where dryness concerns have prevailed most of the fall although flooding may evolve from the
heavy rainfall. Drying will prevail over interior Balkan Nations into east Romania and Bulgaria.
AUSTRALIA: Mostly dry weather will occur over Australia during the coming seven to eight days. Fieldwork will progress favorably following the rainfall early this month and crop establishment should improve. However,
long term dryness concerns remain over east-central Australia and significant follow up moisture will still be needed to relieve drought continue to support cotton, corn, sorghum and other summer crops.
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